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Â Â ; Â One day three strong characters were taking an adventure together. These three people have never met

before and moonjuice was the oldest followed by Grapejelly then Trainwreck. The two elders noticed that

Trainwreck was extremely Adjective which was a good thing but also got very annoying. During their

travel they fought many foes and Trainwreck being the least experienced one got poisoned. Since Moonjuice

was very Adjective in alchemy and herbalism he Past tense verb a potion to cure Tainwreck's poison.

When he healed which was instantly they continued on their adventure. Since Trainwreck was the first to get

injured ka came into play and he stumbled across a Noun . Inside this noun there was many

secret fighting abilities and he read the book which made him learn those abilities comparable to a master.

During their travel Grapejelly was a tank which earned him the best gear anyone could get which made him a

Noun . One day they heard this very loud roar which shook the earth and within minutes of the roar they

seen the creature that made it. They were terrified when they seen this Noun dragon coming there way.

The dragon was easily two-hundred feet tall and three-hundred feet long with the tail. The dragon was extremely

Adjective and made a strategy about how to kill these tough looking adventurers. With all the years the

dragon has been alive you think that he knew exactly how to tear the travelers limb from limb but the dragon

was Adjective and rushed at them. The adventurers took the dragon head on and killed it. They took the

head



to a local village and sold it on the black market. The towns people thought of the travelers as Noun .

The adventurers finally eft the town and began their quest across a Adjective desert.
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